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ULYSSES 
 Alfred, Lord Tennyson 
 
 
It little profits that an idle king, 
By this still hearth, among these barren crags, 
Match'd with an aged wife, I mete and dole 
Unequal laws unto a savage race, 
That hoard, and sleep, and feed, and know not me. 
I cannot rest from travel: I will drink 
Life to the lees: All times I have enjoy'd 
Greatly, have suffer'd greatly, both with those 
That loved me, and alone, on shore, and when 
Thro' scudding drifts the rainy Hyades 
Vext the dim sea: I am become a name; 
For always roaming with a hungry heart 
Much have I seen and known; cities of men 
And manners, climates, councils, governments, 
Myself not least, but honour'd of them all; 
And drunk delight of battle with my peers, 
Far on the ringing plains of windy Troy. 
I am a part of all that I have met; 
Yet all experience is an arch wherethro' 
Gleams that untravell'd world whose margin fades 
For ever and forever when I move. 
How dull it is to pause, to make an end, 
To rust unburnish'd, not to shine in use! 
As tho' to breathe were life! Life piled on life 
Were all too little, and of one to me 
Little remains: but every hour is saved 
From that eternal silence, something more, 
A bringer of new things; and vile it were 
For some three suns to store and hoard myself, 
And this gray spirit yearning in desire 
To follow knowledge like a sinking star, 
Beyond the utmost bound of human thought. 
 
         This is my son, mine own Telemachus, 
To whom I leave the sceptre and the isle,— 
Well-loved of me, discerning to fulfil 
This labour, by slow prudence to make mild 
A rugged people, and thro' soft degrees 
Subdue them to the useful and the good. 
Most blameless is he, centred in the sphere 
Of common duties, decent not to fail 
In offices of tenderness, and pay 
Meet adoration to my household gods, 
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When I am gone. He works his work, I mine. 
 
         There lies the port; the vessel puffs her sail: 
There gloom the dark, broad seas. My mariners, 
Souls that have toil'd, and wrought, and thought with me— 
That ever with a frolic welcome took 
The thunder and the sunshine, and opposed 
Free hearts, free foreheads—you and I are old; 
Old age hath yet his honour and his toil; 
Death closes all: but something ere the end, 
Some work of noble note, may yet be done, 
Not unbecoming men that strove with Gods. 
The lights begin to twinkle from the rocks: 
The long day wanes: the slow moon climbs: the deep 
Moans round with many voices. Come, my friends, 
'T is not too late to seek a newer world. 
Push off, and sitting well in order smite 
The sounding furrows; for my purpose holds 
To sail beyond the sunset, and the baths 
Of all the western stars, until I die. 
It may be that the gulfs will wash us down: 
It may be we shall touch the Happy Isles, 
And see the great Achilles, whom we knew. 
Tho' much is taken, much abides; and tho' 
We are not now that strength which in old days 
Moved earth and heaven, that which we are, we are; 
One equal temper of heroic hearts, 
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will 
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Poetry Foundation (Public Domain).  
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PORPHYRIA’S LOVER 
 Robert Browning 
 
 
The rain set early in to-night, 
       The sullen wind was soon awake, 
It tore the elm-tops down for spite, 
       And did its worst to vex the lake: 
       I listened with heart fit to break. 
When glided in Porphyria; straight 
       She shut the cold out and the storm, 
And kneeled and made the cheerless grate 
       Blaze up, and all the cottage warm; 
       Which done, she rose, and from her form 
Withdrew the dripping cloak and shawl, 
       And laid her soiled gloves by, untied 
Her hat and let the damp hair fall, 
       And, last, she sat down by my side 
       And called me. When no voice replied, 
She put my arm about her waist, 
       And made her smooth white shoulder bare, 
And all her yellow hair displaced, 
       And, stooping, made my cheek lie there, 
       And spread, o'er all, her yellow hair, 
Murmuring how she loved me — she 
       Too weak, for all her heart's endeavour, 
To set its struggling passion free 
       From pride, and vainer ties dissever, 
       And give herself to me for ever. 
But passion sometimes would prevail, 
       Nor could to-night's gay feast restrain 
A sudden thought of one so pale 
       For love of her, and all in vain: 
       So, she was come through wind and rain. 
Be sure I looked up at her eyes 
       Happy and proud; at last I knew 
Porphyria worshipped me; surprise 
       Made my heart swell, and still it grew 
       While I debated what to do. 
That moment she was mine, mine, fair, 
       Perfectly pure and good: I found 
A thing to do, and all her hair 
       In one long yellow string I wound 
       Three times her little throat around, 
And strangled her. No pain felt she; 
       I am quite sure she felt no pain. 
As a shut bud that holds a bee, 
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     I warily oped her lids: again 
       Laughed the blue eyes without a stain. 
And I untightened next the tress 
       About her neck; her cheek once more 
Blushed bright beneath my burning kiss: 
       I propped her head up as before, 
       Only, this time my shoulder bore 
Her head, which droops upon it still: 
       The smiling rosy little head, 
So glad it has its utmost will, 
       That all it scorned at once is fled, 
       And I, its love, am gained instead! 
Porphyria's love: she guessed not how 
       Her darling one wish would be heard. 
And thus we sit together now, 
       And all night long we have not stirred, 
       And yet God has not said a word! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Poetry Foundation (Public Domain).  
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MY LAST DUCHESS 
 Robert Browning 
 
 

FERRARA 
 
That’s my last Duchess painted on the wall, 
Looking as if she were alive. I call 
That piece a wonder, now; Fra Pandolf’s hands 
Worked busily a day, and there she stands. 
Will’t please you sit and look at her? I said 
“Fra Pandolf” by design, for never read 
Strangers like you that pictured countenance, 
The depth and passion of its earnest glance, 
But to myself they turned (since none puts by 
The curtain I have drawn for you, but I) 
And seemed as they would ask me, if they durst, 
How such a glance came there; so, not the first 
Are you to turn and ask thus. Sir, ’twas not 
Her husband’s presence only, called that spot 
Of joy into the Duchess’ cheek; perhaps 
Fra Pandolf chanced to say, “Her mantle laps 
Over my lady’s wrist too much,” or “Paint 
Must never hope to reproduce the faint 
Half-flush that dies along her throat.” Such stuff 
Was courtesy, she thought, and cause enough 
For calling up that spot of joy. She had 
A heart—how shall I say?— too soon made glad, 
Too easily impressed; she liked whate’er 
She looked on, and her looks went everywhere. 
Sir, ’twas all one! My favour at her breast, 
The dropping of the daylight in the West, 
The bough of cherries some officious fool 
Broke in the orchard for her, the white mule 
She rode with round the terrace—all and each 
Would draw from her alike the approving speech, 
Or blush, at least. She thanked men—good! but thanked 
Somehow—I know not how—as if she ranked 
My gift of a nine-hundred-years-old name 
With anybody’s gift. Who’d stoop to blame 
This sort of trifling? Even had you skill 
In speech—which I have not—to make your will 
Quite clear to such an one, and say, “Just this 
Or that in you disgusts me; here you miss, 
Or there exceed the mark”—and if she let 
Herself be lessoned so, nor plainly set 
Her wits to yours, forsooth, and made excuse— 
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E’en then would be some stooping; and I choose 
Never to stoop. Oh, sir, she smiled, no doubt, 
Whene’er I passed her; but who passed without 
Much the same smile? This grew; I gave commands; 
Then all smiles stopped together. There she stands 
As if alive. Will’t please you rise? We’ll meet 
The company below, then. I repeat, 
The Count your master’s known munificence 
Is ample warrant that no just pretense 
Of mine for dowry will be disallowed; 
Though his fair daughter’s self, as I avowed 
At starting, is my object. Nay, we’ll go 
Together down, sir. Notice Neptune, though, 
Taming a sea-horse, thought a rarity, 
Which Claus of Innsbruck cast in bronze for me! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Poetry Foundation (Public Domain).  
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MOTHER TO SON 
 Langston Hughes 
 
 
Well, son, I’ll tell you: 
Life for me ain’t been no crystal stair. 
It’s had tacks in it, 
And splinters, 
And boards torn up, 
And places with no carpet on the floor— 
Bare. 
But all the time 
I’se been a-climbin’ on, 
And reachin’ landin’s, 
And turnin’ corners, 
And sometimes goin’ in the dark 
Where there ain’t been no light. 
So boy, don’t you turn back. 
Don’t you set down on the steps 
’Cause you finds it’s kinder hard. 
Don’t you fall now— 
For I’se still goin’, honey, 
I’se still climbin’, 
And life for me ain’t been no crystal stair. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: The Collected Works of Langston Hughes, 2002, Missouri UP.  
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A SONG IN THE FRONT YARD 
 Gwendolyn Brooks 
 
 
I’ve stayed in the front yard all my life. 
I want a peek at the back 
Where it’s rough and untended and hungry weed grows.    
A girl gets sick of a rose. 
 
I want to go in the back yard now    
And maybe down the alley, 
To where the charity children play.    
I want a good time today. 
 
They do some wonderful things. 
They have some wonderful fun. 
My mother sneers, but I say it’s fine 
How they don’t have to go in at quarter to nine.    
My mother, she tells me that Johnnie Mae    
Will grow up to be a bad woman. 
That George’ll be taken to Jail soon or late 
(On account of last winter he sold our back gate). 
 
But I say it’s fine. Honest, I do. 
And I’d like to be a bad woman, too, 
And wear the brave stockings of night-black lace    
And strut down the streets with paint on my face. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Selected Poems, First Printing Ed., 2006, Harper Perennial Modern Classics.  
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THE WILD IRIS 
 Louise Glück 
 
 
At the end of my suffering 
there was a door. 
 
Hear me out: that which you call death 
I remember. 
 
Overhead, noises, branches of the pine shifting. 
Then nothing. The weak sun 
flickered over the dry surface. 
 
It is terrible to survive 
as consciousness 
buried in the dark earth. 
 
Then it was over: that which you fear, being 
a soul and unable 
to speak, ending abruptly, the stiff earth 
bending a little. And what I took to be 
birds darting in low shrubs. 
 
You who do not remember 
passage from the other world 
I tell you I could speak again: whatever 
returns from oblivion returns 
to find a voice: 
 
from the center of my life came 
a great fountain, deep blue 
shadows on azure seawater. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: The Wild Iris, 1993, Ecco.  
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SNOWDROPS 
 Louise Glück 
 
 
Do you know what I was, how I lived? You know 
what despair is; then  
winter should have meaning for you. 
 
I did not expect to survive, 
earth suppressing me. I didn’t expect 
to waken again, to feel 
in damp earth my body 
able to respond again, remembering 
after so long how to open again 
in the cold light 
of earliest spring— 
 
afraid, yes, but among you again 
crying yes risk joy 
 
in the raw wind of the new world. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: The Wild Iris, 1993, Ecco.  
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NOTHING BUT COLOR 
 Ai 
 
 

for Yukio Mishima 
 
I didn’t write Etsuko,    
I sliced her open. 
She was carmine inside    
like a sea bass 
and empty. 
No viscera, nothing but color. 
I love you like that, boy. 
I pull the kimono down around your shoulders 
and kiss you. 
Then you let it fall open.    
Each time, I cut you a little 
and when you leave, I take the piece, 
broil it, dip it in ginger sauce    
and eat it. It burns my mouth so. 
You laugh, holding me belly-down 
with your body. 
So much hurting to get to this moment, 
when I’m beneath you,    
wanting it to go on and to end. 
 
At midnight, you say see you tonight 
and I answer there won’t be any tonight, 
but you just smile, swing your sweater 
over your head and tie the sleeves around your neck.    
I hear you whistling long after you disappear    
down the subway steps, 
as I walk back home, my whole body tingling. 
I undress 
and put the bronze sword on my desk    
beside the crumpled sheet of rice paper.    
I smooth it open 
and read its single sentence: 
I meant to do it. 
No. It should be common and feminine    
like I can’t go on sharing him, 
or something to imply that. 
Or the truth: 
that I saw in myself 
the five signs of the decay of the angel 
and you were holding on, watching and free,    
that I decided to go out 
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with the pungent odor 
of this cold and consuming passion in my nose: death.    
Now, I’ve said it. That vulgar word 
that drags us down to the worms, sightless, predestined.    
Goddamn you, boy. 
Nothing I said mattered to you; 
that bullshit about Etsuko or about killing myself.    
I tear the note, then burn it. 
The alarm clock goes off. 5:45 A.M. 
I take the sword and walk into the garden.    
I look up. The sun, the moon, 
two round teeth rock together 
and the light of one chews up the other.    
I stab myself in the belly, 
wait, then stab myself again. Again.    
It’s snowing. I’ll turn to ice, 
but I’ll burn anyone who touches me.    
I start pulling my guts out, 
those red silk cords,    
spiraling skyward, 
and I’m climbing them    
past the moon and the sun,    
past darkness 
into white. 
I mean to live. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Vice: New and Selected Poems, 1999, W. W. Norton.  
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KILLING FLOOR 
 Ai 
 
 

2. RUSSIA, 1927 
 
On the day the sienna-skinned man 
held my shoulders between his spade-shaped hands, 
easing me down into the azure water of Jordan, 
I woke ninety-three million miles from myself, 
Lev Davidovich Bronstein, 
shoulder-deep in the Volga, 
while the cheap dye of my black silk shirt darkened the water. 
 
My head wet, water caught in my lashes.    
Am I blind? 
I rub my eyes, then wade back to shore,    
undress and lie down, 
until Stalin comes from his place beneath the birch tree. 
He folds my clothes 
and I button myself in my marmot coat, 
and together we start the long walk back to Moscow. 
He doesn’t ask, what did you see in the river?, 
but I hear the hosts of a man drowning in water and holiness,    
the castrati voices I can’t recognize, 
skating on knives, from trees, from air 
on the thin ice of my last night in Russia.    
Leon Trotsky. Bread. 
I want to scream, but silence holds my tongue    
with small spade-shaped hands 
and only this comes, so quietly 
Stalin has to press his ear to my mouth:    
I have only myself. Put me on the train.    
I won’t look back. 
 
 
2. MEXICO, 1940 
 
At noon today, I woke from a nightmare:    
my friend Jacques ran toward me with an ax,    
as I stepped from the train in Alma-Ata. 
He was dressed in yellow satin pants and shirt.    
A marigold in winter. 
When I held out my arms to embrace him,    
he raised the ax and struck me at the neck,    
my head fell to one side, hanging only by skin.    
A river of sighs poured from the cut. 

(continue with stanza break) 
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3. MEXICO, August 20, 1940 
 
The machine-gun bullets 
hit my wife in the legs, 
then zigzagged up her body. 
I took the shears, cut open her gown    
and lay on top of her for hours.    
Blood soaked through my clothes    
and when I tried to rise, I couldn’t. 
 
I wake then. Another nightmare. 
I rise from my desk, walk to the bedroom    
and sit down at my wife’s mirrored vanity.    
I rouge my cheeks and lips, 
stare at my bone-white, speckled egg of a face:    
lined and empty. 
I lean forward and see Jacques’s reflection. 
I half-turn, smile, then turn back to the mirror. 
He moves from the doorway,    
lifts the pickax 
and strikes the top of my head.    
My brain splits. 
The pickax keeps going 
and when it hits the tile floor,    
it flies from his hands, 
a black dove on whose back I ride,    
two men, one cursing, 
the other blessing all things:    
Lev Davidovich Bronstein, 
I step from Jordan without you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source: Vice: New and Selected Poems, 1999, W. W. Norton.  
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MY FATHER SPEAKS TO ME FROM THE DEAD 
 Sharon Olds 
 
 
I seem to have woken up in a pot-shed, 
on clay, on shards, the bright paths 
of slugs kiss-crossing my body. I don’t know 
where to start, with this grime on me. 
I take the spider glue-net, plug 
of the dead, out of my mouth, let’s see 
if where I have been I can do this. 
I love your feet. I love your knees, 
I love your our my legs, they are so 
long because they are yours and mine 
both. I love your—what can I call it, 
between your legs, we never named it, the 
glint and purity of its curls. I love 
your rear end, I changed you once, 
washed the detritus off your tiny 
bottom, with my finger rubbed 
the oil on you; when I touched your little 
anus I crossed wires with God for a moment. 
I never hated your shit—that was 
your mother. I love your navel, thistle 
seed fossil, even though 
it’s her print on you. Of course I love 
your breasts—did you see me looking up 
from within your daughter’s face, as she nursed? 
I love your bony shoulders and you know I  
love your hair, thick and live 
as earth. And I never hated your face, 
I hated its eruptions. You know what I love? 
I love your brain, its halves and silvery 
folds, like a woman’s labia. 
I love in you 
even what comes 
from deep in your mother—your heart, that hard worker, 
and your womb, it is a heaven to me, 
I lie on its soft hills and gaze up 
at its rosy vault. 
I have been in a body without breath, 
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I have been in the morgue, in fire, in the slagged 
chimney, in the air over the earth,  
and buried in the earth, and pulled down 
into the ocean—where I have been 
I understand this life, I am matter, 
your father, I made you, when I say now that I love you 
I mean look down at your hand, move it, 
that action is matter’s love, for human 
love go elsewhere. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: The Father, 1992, Knopf  
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LADY LAZARUS 
 Sylvia Plath 
 
 
I have done it again.    
One year in every ten    
I manage it—— 
 
A sort of walking miracle, my skin    
Bright as a Nazi lampshade,    
My right foot 
 
A paperweight, 
My face a featureless, fine    
Jew linen. 
 
Peel off the napkin    
O my enemy.    
Do I terrify?—— 
 
The nose, the eye pits, the full set of teeth?    
The sour breath 
Will vanish in a day. 
 
Soon, soon the flesh 
The grave cave ate will be    
At home on me 
 
And I a smiling woman.    
I am only thirty. 
And like the cat I have nine times to die. 
 
This is Number Three.    
What a trash 
To annihilate each decade. 
 
What a million filaments.    
The peanut-crunching crowd    
Shoves in to see 
 
Them unwrap me hand and foot—— 
The big strip tease.    
Gentlemen, ladies 
 
These are my hands    
My knees. 
I may be skin and bone, 
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Nevertheless, I am the same, identical woman.    
The first time it happened I was ten.    
It was an accident. 
 
The second time I meant 
To last it out and not come back at all.    
I rocked shut 
 
As a seashell. 
They had to call and call 
And pick the worms off me like sticky pearls. 
 
Dying 
Is an art, like everything else.    
I do it exceptionally well. 
 
I do it so it feels like hell.    
I do it so it feels real. 
I guess you could say I’ve a call. 
 
It’s easy enough to do it in a cell. 
It’s easy enough to do it and stay put.    
It’s the theatrical 
 
Comeback in broad day 
To the same place, the same face, the same brute    
Amused shout: 
 
‘A miracle!’ 
That knocks me out.    
There is a charge 
 
For the eyeing of my scars, there is a charge    
For the hearing of my heart—— 
It really goes. 
 
And there is a charge, a very large charge    
For a word or a touch    
Or a bit of blood 
 
Or a piece of my hair or my clothes.    
So, so, Herr Doktor.    
So, Herr Enemy. 
 
I am your opus, 
I am your valuable,    
The pure gold baby 

(continue with stanza break) 
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That melts to a shriek.    
I turn and burn. 
Do not think I underestimate your great concern. 
 
Ash, ash— 
You poke and stir. 
Flesh, bone, there is nothing there—— 
 
A cake of soap,    
A wedding ring,    
A gold filling. 
 
Herr God, Herr Lucifer    
Beware 
Beware. 
 
Out of the ash 
I rise with my red hair    
And I eat men like air. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Collected Poems, HarperCollins, 1992. 


